2021 League Excellence Awards

Given for exceptional teaching and leadership.
Celebrates outstanding contributions and leadership by community college faculty.

CRITERIA:

Over their career he/she:
• has made significant contributions to teaching and learning in their discipline/subject matter through creative and innovative strategies and enthusiasm for teaching
• has enabled positive student learning experiences as evidenced by student success and an ongoing commitment to inclusion
• has demonstrated excellence in teaching or educational leadership through activities such as but not limited to mentoring, collaboration, committee or policy work, sharing of work through presentations
• has undertaken new teaching challenges
• has engaged the teaching and learning community by influencing the practice of others
• has worked to build capacity in his/her department through leading projects, curriculum or program renewal

WHO IS ELIGIBLE:
• Full Time faculty member
• May not have received the award in the last academic year
• Nominated by academic manager

Written submission – no longer than 500 words – on how the faculty member meets the criteria
Submit to Falisha.Rowe@humber.ca by: Monday, November 8, 2021